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Should Polishness have defined boundaries, or should it, rather, be an open cultural
plateau, unrestricted by any demarcation lines? Liberal circles –and I use the term very
broadly here as opposed to equally broadly understood conservative circles – will usually
answer the question by advocating openness and the interaction of Polish culture with that
of neighboring and other countries. If we take a closer look at the reality, and especially on
the eastern borderland of Polish culture it transpires, however, that matters are not as
simple as many idealists might wish. I would, therefore, like first of all to point out certain
paradoxes that emerge from the juxtaposition of what can in a simplified manner be called
the liberal and conservative answers to the question of the possibility of the interaction of
Polish culture with neighboring cultures. From the radically liberal point of view, which – in
a theoretical dimension – is usually close to a constructivist approach, clear-cut differences
in identity are often considered “artificial.” They usually appear to be distinctions that have
been arbitrarily introduced and that needlessly divide people who are equal. From such
a perspective, conservatives are frequently critically perceived as those who, for no good
reason, dwell on the primordial nature of national groups and the differences between them
along the so-called essentialist conception of the nation, that is to say – they treat them as
something that exists in reality. In the liberal stance, there are recurrent declarations of
openness, and a recognition of fluid identity and the fusion of cultures. Among
conservatives, pronouncements are more common on the differences between one’s own
identity from that of significant others, as well as on canons and imponderables. In the
liberal approach, especially with a clear pro-European and left-wing stance, identity
transgression should thus, in theory, be accepted in a positive way – as distinct from the
conservative approach, where it would be viewed negatively, since the assumption there is
of a normative attitude to the boundaries of national identity. Even more frequently, this
approach endeavors to define unequivocally universal criteria of national identity, setting
out clear demarcation lines between identities, nations, and cultures.
When, however, we consider that a contemporary nation can be understood primarily as
a political entity, it turns out that if such a community does have clear-cut boundaries; these
are both spatial and cultural and, significantly, these dimensions are usually connected. For
this reason, political – that is to say, civic – identity is restricted by certain clearly delineated
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frameworks, which in practical terms are, perhaps, more important for liberals than they are
for conservatives. It is the case that civic identity can never be fully distinguished from
cultural or national identity, as idealistic constructivists might hope, since they seem to
suggest that culture is a space of free expression that need not be related to political or
economic constraints. One can of course adopt this stance as a form of idealistic postulate
and attempt as far as possible to enhance it through the sphere of cultural freedom, or else
propagate cultural revolutions or reforms regardless of the will of politicians and other
actors. To assume the position of a researcher, however, makes one inclined to take into
account the dependencies that exist in the social world. To a greater or lesser degree, these
are responsible for the fact that the forms a culture adopts are usually very much connected
with the nation-state in which it develops. These dependencies mostly stem from the
natural links between broadly understood culture with civic or political culture. This
relationship is also clearly visible in the case of multicultural countries, which, albeit not
numerous, do exist in Europe. Classical examples, as we know, are Switzerland or
Belgium. Belgium does not have a national language of its own and uses two languages that
are dominant in neighboring countries; nevertheless, to be a Belgian is certainly something
more than merely having a Belgian passport and a familiarity with Belgian political
culture. The quality of being Belgian is, in practice, quite clearly distinguishable from being
French or Dutch, and being Flemish or Walloon is linked to a significant specific
culture, which also incorporates the language. Just as, for Belgians, it is the French and the
Dutch who are the significant others, so the Belgians themselves play a specific role in the
definition of these two national cultures, as can be seen from the many innocuous jokes, to
seek no further, which do, however, stem from deeper cultural differences.
An even more interesting case is that of Austria and its cultural distinction from Germany. It
can be seen that what separates these two German-speaking countries is not only a matter
of historical legacy but, in equal measure, a principally political matter. The prospect of
Austria and Germany becoming a single entity or even coming closer in terms of their
identities will probably for a long time yet continue to be a taboo – which, interestingly, is
much stronger for liberal circles than for conservative ones. The case of Austria shows very
well, I think, the importance of the boundary separating national identities and the strong
connection between such a boundary and political and geopolitical logic. For these
reasons, as I have pointed out, the existence of such a boundary is even more important for
liberals, although they usually construct it employing different tools from the
conservatives. I would like to demonstrate that this principle can also be observed in the
case of Poland.
One could probably say that the liberal variant of the definition of Polishness is open to
being relatively freely negotiated in circles that are not subject to external political
jurisdiction. Liberal Polishness means a greater openness to formal internal variety, which
nevertheless need not entail an equality-based approach, since many of the hierarchies set
up by liberal society remain hidden. Liberal attitudes are thus not usually devoid of profound
normative premises, concerning the necessity of applying some ideal canon of
Polishness. Such premises are usually, however, presented differently, and the visions of
how to propagate them differ. The conservative variants of Polishness can be considered as
characterized by a stronger focus on unification and frequently expected to be endorsed by
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institutions; they can be simultaneously considered more expansive, since they are freer to
venture beyond the political borders of the country. Meanwhile, liberals appear more
focused on a sui generis “border control” between the national culture and the neighboring
cultures. To my mind, this is especially noticeable in relation to the Polish eastern
border, and in particular the Polish-Russian cultural boundary.
Before we take on board the East – and here, this term is used to refer to the lands and
countries lying to the east of Poland, such as Ukraine, Belarus, the Baltic Republics, Russia
and some other former USSR republics – it may prove an interesting juxtaposition to take
a look at the West. The Polish-German border seems above all to be far more unequivocal
than the eastern border. It has of course been much more unambiguous culturally, linked as
it has been with the sturdy, structural and linguistic distinctiveness of the Slav and German
worlds. This distinctiveness was additionally reinforced by the tragic events of World War
II, the shifting of national borders, and the post-war expulsions based on ethnic
criteria. From the historical perspective, however, it is also possible to point to numerous
instances in which this distinctiveness has become diluted, to take as an example the many
centuries of German settlement on Polish lands or the Slav presence in regions which later
became parts of Prussia and Germany, which has to the present day left a visible legacy west
of the Oder. We do, however, have in Poland live cases of some blurring of Polish and
German identity, of these the most obvious being the dispute surrounding the Silesian
identity, connected with the matter of Silesian autonomy as well as disagreements about the
very existence of the Silesian nation and language.
The right-wing stance in this matter is usually uncompromising, whereas liberals present
a relative variety of approaches, tending towards advocating the freedom to choose one’s
identity and an acknowledgement of the right of individuals to assert their German and also
Silesian identity, always treated as an issue of nationality, which is in most of the Central and
Eastern European states clearly distinguished from that of citizenship. In other words, the
Central and Eastern European definition of “nationality,” in particular in its liberal
versions, seems to be close to the Western notion of ethnic identity understood as a matter
of individual choice. This position seems to go hand in hand with an assumed premise that
the neighboring countries will adopt a similar attitude, and in particular, that they will not
exploit national cultural diversity to undermine the political sovereignty of Poland within the
country’s own territory. Another glaring example of the ambivalence at the Polish-German
cultural boundary in the public sphere is the scandalous affair of Donald Tusk’s “grandfather
in the Wehrmacht,” which has become a part of the dominant logic of the Polish political
scene. Nevertheless, this notorious case was merely fallout from the Polish-German fusion
within the German nation-state. In this context, let us also recall those numerous Polish
citizens, who in the post-war period availed themselves of West German legislation that
enabled them to acquire or to have acknowledged their German citizenship on the basis of
proof that their ancestors had had such citizenship. West Germany opened its doors to
them, hoping for their speedy assimilation; yet their presence in Germany unleashed
arguments about the status of the Polish minority – in particular multiplying voices calling
for reinstating the legal privileges of the group, nullified by the Nazis in 1939 – which still
fester today. As is well known, the liberal approach assumes a readiness to adopt the
German stance, which is fundamentally based on the premise that such people are not
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Poles, but rather Germans of Polish extraction, or possibly Poles who are temporarily
residing in Germany. In turn, a more conservative approach predicates a persistence in
acting to force Berlin to recognize the past privileges of the Polish minority in Germany, thus
in a sense seeking support for activities aiming to strengthen the cultural ambivalence of
that sizable group of immigrants from Poland. The conservative position is thus not only
more expansive but also strongly in favor of the ambivalence of Polish vis- à-vis German
identity – striving as it does to maintain a situation where the identity of Polish immigrants
living in Germany should be as multi-layered as possible, including in legal terms.
A similar paradox is noticeable on the Polish eastern cultural front. In the liberal
take, declarations abound about the recognition of the privileges of the Belarusian and
Ukrainian minorities, and there is also a discernible desire to maintain good
relations, especially with the liberal elites to the east of Poland. It is harder to note in this
approach any clear cultural ambivalence or cross-feeding. These are, however – regardless
of how we feel about this – alive and well in the conservative stance, with its “Kresy
ideology.” Kresy – or the Eastern Borderlands (literally “the limits”) – is usually understood
as a historical region of the Second Polish Republic during the interwar period constituting
nearly half of the territory of the state. Some see Kresy in even broader terms, namely as all
the lands which had a historical record of belonging to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth
prior to its dismantling in 1795. In any case Poles were the largest ethnic group in many
parts of Kresy, in particular in many of its towns until 1945, and even more so before
1917. Today, these territories are divided between Ukraine, Belarus, and Lithuania. The
Kresy ideology, which is based on an idealization of the regions’ historical past and its central
role for Polishness, generally makes liberals decidedly suspicious or, at the very
least, disinclined to wax lyrical on the topic of the Eastern Borderlands,perceiving this as
orientalist or even nationalist. It is possible to note,nevertheless, that today the Kresy
narrative represents a rather broad ideological spectrum, its radical wing indeed espousing
political groupings that evoke the concept of the borderlands in a nationalist or strongly
orientalist context, particularly due to their firm focus on a unilateral emphasis on the
historical Polishness of the lands to the east of Poland’s current borders, as well as their
vilification of the nations inhabiting those lands, at the very least running them down or
accusing them of being inherently nationalist and anti-Polish. As I have argued earlier,[1] the
Kresy discourse can, to a large extent, be treated as internal Polish identity games –
a significant part of playing games with the past among the Polish elites.At the same time, in
the liberal camp, participation in reflections related to the Eastern Borderlands evokes
a sense of disquiet; there is a tendency to acknowledge Poland’s eastern border as the
appropriate demarcation line separating the zone where identity debates are legitimate
from oriental territory, east of the Bug, that should be left to the jurisdiction of the national
elites of the specific countries, expected to be as liberal as could be. It is then possible to
engage in discussions with such elites by means of discussion panels, academic
conferences, cultural festivals in capital cities or get-togethers organized in Western
countries, where, however, usually no deeper cultural interaction takes place between those
nations and, symbolically, English has become the main language of communication.
All the same, I do not wish to boil down the difficulties of liberals in coming to terms with
the problems – still important for Polish culture – linked with the regions and nationalities to
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the east of Poland’s border today, to the tendency to constrain our imagination with the
formal borders of nation states, out of fear of awaking nationalist demons.
To this day, a certain palpable void remains – fallout from the shifting of Poland’s cultural
borders westward between 1917 and 1945 and the simultaneous closing off of the border to
the neighboring countries. There are various possible interpretations of this void. Firstly, it
can be viewed as a vacuum left behind by the loss of imperial or colonial influence over the
large territory of the “Intermarium” – the “intersea” area, stretching from the Baltic to the
Black Sea that in the 17th century had been part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth –
and the subsequent trauma of finally losing Kresy as a consequence of World War II. Such
a take reflects the conservative perception, which assumes a continuity between the PolishLithuanian Commonwealth, the Second Polish Republic (Poland between the First and
Second World Wars) as well as the Third Polish Republic, as post-1989 Poland has come to
be known. In the right-wing discourse founded on the myths propagated by the Polish writer
Henryk Sienkiewicz, there is much lamentation over the loss of past power. Liberals either
reject such a take, alongside other eastern narratives, as post-colonial, or rather postimperial, or adopt a more abstract version that refers to the multicultural legacy of the First
Polish Republic as having political merit that ought to be invoked.[2] More radical left-wing
critics such as Jan Sowa disown this narrative, attempting to deconstruct the idealized image
of the First Polish Republic as mythical and false.[3]Specifically, they suggest that relations
between the Poles and other nations in the broadly conceived Eastern Borderlands were
asymmetric and often oppressive. They maintain that to invoke the legacy of the Polish
presence in the East is based on a falsehood and, as such, its cult is detrimental both for
Poland and its relationships with the neighboring nation states.
In many respects, I agree with those who criticize the Kresy narratives, and with those who
view skeptically the idealized multicultural legacy of the First Polish
Republic. I note, nevertheless, that, in spite of its asymmetry and other weaknesses, these
narratives are a way of dealing with the Eastern issues in the Polish national identity. In
other words, they provide a tool for identifying important ingredients of Polish
culture, which link it to the culture of the peoples of Eastern Europe. For these connections
run sufficiently deep that for a long while yet they will not be easy to ignore nor will it be
easy to establish a generally acceptable boundary of Polish culture along the symbolic river
Bug. I would like to draw attention to another aspect of these connections, the watershed of
which was World War I, and especially the Bolshevik revolution. We often forget that these
events had a significant impact on our country in the form of the massive exodus of Poles
from a vast area of what was once the Russian Empire, which after the Treaty of Riga in 1921
became part of the nascent Soviet Union. Leaving behind all their worldly goods, hundreds
of thousands of Poles travelled west, never again to set their eyes on their
homeland. A considerable number of the members of the Polish elite, such as landed gentry
and the slowly rising bourgeoisie, lost their huge estates. Following this great exodus, entire
communities, including those representing various trends in Polish political life, lost their
status, influence and wealth. Among their number were the once-dynamic liberals; Liberal
Atlantis[4] – the title of a book by Andrzej Jaszczuk about their fate – speaks volumes. The
fate of Aleksander Lednicki[5] is symbolic of what became of them. Let us also note that
hundreds of thousands of Poles who stayed abroad beyond the border set out in the Treaty
of Riga were murdered by the Soviet authorities between the wars, mainly as part of the socalled “Polish operation” of the NKVD in 1937–1938.
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These were the groups that until 1917 had to a large extent shaped Polish culture or, to put
it more poignantly, co-created Polish civilization. Their immanent characteristic was their
natural familiarity with the cultures of Eastern Europe, and Russian culture above all, as the
state culture at the time, albeit that it did not dominate unequivocally throughout the
Empire. This familiarity was accompanied by standards of cultural liaison, mostly lost by
now. This is not to say that these standards were at all times ideal –symmetric, inclusive and
fully compliant with the contemporary ideal of cultural dialogue. Throughout the huge
Eastern Borderland territories, the relationship of Poles with the local, mainly Russian
Orthodox, peasantry, was at all times more or less asymmetrical, at times
oppressive, although it also implied some knowledge of those cultures. Polish-Russian
contacts were never without their tension; nevertheless, besides the confrontational
dimension which today prevails in the historical narrative, including the national
uprisings, there were also quite different ingredients present. I have in mind
russification, including the processes taking place among the Polish gentry and the postgentry intelligentsia, or at least the fascination with Russian culture, which grew among
Poles in the second half of the 19thcentury. We hardly ever remember these trends
today. Indeed, those members of the Polish intelligentsia that chose the sphere of the
influence of Russian culture were – to put it in dispassionate terms – excluded from the
national community of memory. Let us remember that numerous Polish communities were
dotted throughout the Russian Empire, often very active both culturally and in business. And
it is worth adding that while beyond the so-called Congress Poland, an autonomous entity
created in 1815 within the Russian Empire, in the region around Warsaw with a strong Polish
ethnic majority by the Congress in Vienna – where Russia was viewed unanimously as
a power occupying Polish lands – in the other parts of the Empire such a perception was not
predominant in the Polish milieu. There were considerable numbers of Poles in the majority
of larger Siberian towns, and tens of thousands of Poles lived in Moscow, St Petersburg and
Kiev, where they were a prominent part of the social elite. Little do we know that, to this
day, we often benefit from the legacy of the work put in by these generations of ethnic
Poles.
At the same time, it is worthwhile mentioning the rare yet fine examples of dialogue
between the Polish and Russian elites. At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, there are
such eminent examples of this phenomenon as the figures of Włodzimierz Spasowicz or
Marian Zdziechowski. It is significant that they are conspicuously absent from today’s
memory canon. This is particularly true about Zdziechowski, who played a significant part
not only in Polish literary criticism, but also in a broader cultural reflection at the turn of the
century, including important episodes of his political activity. When studying at Vilnius
University, where Zdziechowski was the rector, Czesław Miłosz considered him his most
important teacher. According to Magdalena Grochowska, the figure of Zdziechowski is key to
understanding the writings of Miłosz,[6] who continues, after all, to be one of the crucial
points of reference for contemporary debate on Polish identity. Like many other Polish
intellectuals of that time, Zdziechowski had close social and intellectual acquaintances
among the Russian elite. He was thus part of the-then Polish community with multidimensional competence and network contacts, a cultural phenomenon that is rare
nowadays. Writing in both Polish and Russian, building both cultures in parallel, people like
Leon Petrażycki were at the same time “citizens of the world.” This was a community that
had been blessed with having been educated at the best universities in the world at the
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time, and they kept up direct contact with many academic centers with an intensity that the
majority of Poland’s academics today would probably envy. For these reasons, what could
be called “pre-1917 landed gentry Polish culture” – which had included the standards for the
contacts between Polish culture and the cultures of eastern European countries, primarily
with Russia – came to atrophy and to a large extent fell into oblivion. I am not trying to
suggest here that this culture ought to be re-activated or that its alternatives should be reinstituted. Nor am I claiming that this would be a natural solution to the problem described
here: the existence of a certain loss in the contemporary Polish national
identity. Rather, I am attempting to establish the existence of this void and use it to explain
some of the contemporary problems in Polish dealings with the culture of the countries
neighboring to the east.The changes that we are dealing with have been irreversible, since
the post-1917 fall of Polish gentry and bourgeoisie connected with the eastern markets was
not only a cultural and political process but above all material and economic. It involved
a huge exodus of peoples, followed by ethnic cleansing, for such was the nature of Soviet
policy towards Poles. One way or another, we must bear in mind that, more than anything
else, it was the strong material position of the Polish elite in the east that made possible the
development of Polish culture in these lands and shaped the interactions between Polish
culture and the cultures of the region.A significant psychological aspect of this vantage point
was the sense of their own value and identity that the Polish elites, both those in Eastern
Borderlands and in Russia proper, enjoyed at the time. This feeling often triggered modi
operandi or living patterns that were conspicuous for their panache and flamboyance. The
representatives of the Eastern Borderlands elites were wont to juxtapose these
characteristics of theirs – both self-admitted and attributed to them by others – with the
supposed provinciality and lack of self-assuredness, flair or vigor of the Polish elites from the
western parts of the country.
Thus the vision of eastern Poland as expansive, courageous, creative, wealthy and not shying
away from facing challenges as well as dealing with diversity was in stark contrast to the
vision of western Poland, perceived as peripheral, with an inferiority complex (supposedly in
relation to a Germany that dominated it in every respect), infected with the Prussian lack of
élan,its discipline taken to be cowardice. From today’s perspective, this clash of stereotypes
looks quite exotic. It frankly defies the contemporary liberal construct based on the idea that
it is western Poland that is superior –closer as it is both to the imagined and real West – to
eastern Poland, as a country that is backward both mentally and in industrial
terms. A feature of this binary model is the often one-sided idealization of the legacy of the
area under the Prussian partition of Poland, as opposed to that of the lands under the
Russian partition, in contrast demonized. This is the fundamental contrast that today cannot
be dismantled even by the conservative narrative – in spite of its instinctive sympathy for
eastern Poland, if only for the geographic location of its electoral support. If there is any
mileage in glamorizing the east of Poland under Russian rule from the right-wing point of
view, it is to praise it for its heroic resistance in its fight against occupying forces, especially
the Russians and the Bolsheviks. Thus the defensive compensation of eastern Poland against
the
orientalizing
liberal
narrative
can
mainly
be
conducted
via
martyrology. Nevertheless, there do still linger in the Polish unconscious longings for the
myth of the “eastern self-possession of old.” These longings are especially noticeable in
right-wing circles and, as one can surmise, these are mainly fueled not so much by
recollections of the powerful position of the Kresy Polish landed gentry at the turn of the
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century, but rather by echoes of the mythology created by the intelligentsia of the time, to
be found especially in The Trilogy by Sienkiewicz. One way or another, what is being
forgotten is that it is difficult to rebuild that mythical self-confidence without the material
wealth on which it was once based. The majority of those that aspire to it seem to be aware
only of its cultural dimension. It is therefore possible to talk today about a certain syndrome
of seeking the Kresy high-and-mighty poise and aplomb, which vanished together with the
genuinely rich landed gentry and bourgeois elites at the separation of Poland from the lands
to the east of the Bug. As I have indicated, this syndrome is certainly stronger on the right of
the Polish political scene but, even there, there is little appreciation of the role that the
powerful position of the Polish land magnates and the bourgeois elite in the Eastern
Borderlands before 1917 played in the phenomenon; the right is looking instead to the
memory of the power of the First Polish Republic as the lost empire or to the very fact that
the Eastern Borderlands were part of the Second Polish Republic, juxtaposing its subjectivity
to the lack of sovereignty of the People’s Republic of Poland.
Problems with the identification of the “eastern” elements in the historically shaped Polish
identity and the interaction between contemporary Polish and Russian culture as well as
other cultures of the region may of course be linked to a number of other factors. One of
these is certainly the prevailing orientalism, understood as the tacit assumption of the
inferiority of all things eastern European. I do not consider our orientalism an invariant
phenomenon and I do not see it as primarily a Polish problem or creation. To my mind, this
stance has been generated by the broadly conceived “West,” which in this manner
legitimizes its subjugation of Russia and the whole of Central-Eastern Europe.[7] The
countries of Central Europe often unwittingly, and with great enthusiasm, replicate this
orientalist attitude and often far more openly than is done in the West. It seems to me that
it is precisely due to this mechanism that Russia, often imagined in different, but usually
orientalist categories, remains a significant other for the Polish identity.[8] This stance often
reinforces the unconscious tendency towards isolation from Russia, which also transfers to
the cultural sphere. This also appears in liberal circles, albeit their orientalism tends to be
expressed in more politically correct or veiled terms. All in all, there seems to exist
a syndrome of symbolic “flight from the East,” and ignoring the East out of fear of being
suspected of having any links with it or sympathy towards it –such are the main orientalist
motives of the majority of identity narratives. Liberal Poland aspires to a definitely nonEastern Poland – as remote as possible from everything that might be associated with
anything Russian, and as close as possible to anything connected with what is perceived as
Western, whatever that label might mean. Also in contemporary Polish conservatism, there
is a fear of the imagined Russian identity, although this fear is perhaps less strong than the
fear present in the liberal identity of Eastness as such. The methods of coping with this
threatening identity include the previously mentioned myths pertaining to the Eastern
Borderlands and the might of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Of course, in the
broadly-based conservative camp there are some frank russophiles but these are exceptions
to the rule rather than the movers and shakers of today’s Polish right. The entire spectrum
of contemporary Polish political thought shares the conviction that it is not possible for
Russia to transform itself in any foreseeable future into a modern liberal state that could
potentially become a friendly partner for Poland and other allied countries. This is, in
fact, the underlying premise of the majority of the political transformations in Poland in
recent decades as well as of Poland’s international politics and defense strategy. In other
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words, the authoritarian and imperialist nature of Russia and the Russians is usually taken
for granted, which is, nota bene, a classical component of Edward Said’s take on the
orientalist ideology. The conviction of the immanence of the perennial Russian
barbarism, defined by the country’s supposedly immutable imperialist and authoritarian
inclinations, seems to be a symptom of the parochialism of contemporary Poland. In this
way Poland, like other peripheral countries, copies – somewhat mechanically – the dominant
Western myths about eastern Europe. The country carries on in this manner in the fervent
hope that its zealotry in this matter will earn it at least partial exemption from having such
myths applied to itself.
(PART 2)
In Part 1 of this essay, I posited the hypothesis that there were significant problems with
cultural interaction between Poland and its eastern neighbors, especially Russia. I also
maintained that eastern motifs remain important elements – albeit not well recognized as
such in mainstream identity narratives of Polish culture. My critical analysis focused on
narratives that I defined as liberal, in which I drew attention to a number of intriguing
paradoxes. One of these, I believe, is the tension between a declared openness to contact
with other cultures together with an open attitude to the question of national identity
versus an attitude of fearfulness towards the countries that neighbor Poland to the east,
combined with a frequent lack of knowledge about the culture of those countries or any
appreciation of the existence of elements of that culture in contemporary Polish
culture. I also drew on my hypothesis[9] posited previously concerning the strong and deeprooted orientalism, typical of both the conservative and liberal varieties of the contemporary
Polish identity.
It seems to me that an important aspect of this status quo is the absence in Poland of any
strong economic elite and liberal intellectual elite linked to it, which together would be able
to project into the broader social imagination images of Russia and the East as places with
potential – bringing to the Polish imaginarium dynamic visions of the East, with a replication
of the landed gentry and bourgeois elites that were obliged to leave the scene after
1917. Their presence has left some traces in the Polish literary tradition, such as references
to the Russian business interests of the merchant Wokulski in The Doll by Bolesław Prus, or
the description of the economic boom in Łódź – made possible by the Russian market –
in The Promised Land by Władysław Reymont. These snippets of social memory that
penetrated the physical and symbolic barriers that existed between 1917 and 1989 on the
Polish-Soviet border[10] signal to this day the previously mentioned void – a result of the
spectacular shift of our country and its culture westwards. This may be related to the
emergence of a mysterious lack of confidence in the Polish identity, stemming from an
awareness of the once-strong eastern element in Polish culture. This absence can be
sometimes described directly as a “void” but is mostly apparent in the form of various slight
intangible longings and a nostalgia for the East. In turn, it can be associated with a host of
intriguing discussions and psychoanalytical theories sometimes put forward by Polish
intellectuals in order to explain the forms of a “void” perceived as typically Polish. They can
be diagnosed as symptoms of insufficient self-confidence, moral weakness – a lack of mutual
trust, a feeling of inferiority or even the unreality of the existence of Poland. For
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instance, Maria Janion in her Uncanny Slavdom[11] put forward the hypothesis of a trauma
resulting from the destruction of the primeval, pagan basis of our culture – in effect, the lack
of the original Slavonic component that was destroyed with German expansion and the
conversion of the country to Christianity. According to this theory, Poland has obviously
survived but has from its very beginning existed as an “inferior” subject, feeling its
civilizational inferiority towards the West. For Jan Sowa,[12] it is the death of King Sigismund
II Augustus in 1573, the last of the Jagiellonian dynasty, that marked the moment when
Poland began to turn into a “phantom” of itself, acquiring a feeling of inferiority, which is
still ineradicable, as well as its own unreality in comparison with the apparently fully real
West. Andrzej Leder[13] identifies a much later moment for the weakening of the status of
Poland and the self-confidence of the Polish elites; for him it was their transformation during
World War II and in the early post-war years that was crucial. In any event, an equally
significant turning point – the Bolshevik revolution – today usually gets overlooked in such
deliberations.
One could of course argue that many important works of Russian culture have always been
present in the Polish cultural space: Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy, and the novels of Mikhail
Bulgakov, as well as other works by contemporary Russian authors well-known among the
intelligentsia. These function, however, to a large extent as out-of-context objects of
fascination with the culture of the East, perceived as exotic and even spiritualist, thus
performing like typical elements of orientalism. Among the Polish elites today, there are
almost no well-known or widely recognizable authors, such as once were Józef Czapski or
Gustaw Herling-Grudziński. The fascination with Russia or fascination with the very
close, European, east recurs in different generations, but tends to be individual, or narrowly
based within a given social circle, exploration or private transgression. The most prominent
manifestation of such fascination are journeys to ex-USSR countries by Polish
tourists. [14] As Agata Bachórz[15] and Anna Horolets[16] demonstrated in their excellent
books, there are many who in their own way are ‘enchanted’ with Russia or its neighboring
countries, but such individuals usually hail from small, mainly intelligentsia circles, and tend
not to shout from the rooftops about their eastern fascinations and tales of cultural contacts
with the inhabitants of countries to the east of Poland,well aware as they are of the niche
character of their interests that do not fit in with the prevailing models of Polish perception
of the east. Polish art and literature are full of such individual “trips
eastwards” but, characteristically, they are often subject to a sui generis “border
control.” A telling example is the prose of Mariusz Wilk and how it has been received by
Polish intellectuals. I found particularly intriguing a criticism of it formulated by Marian
Janion, who in turn cited Czesław Miłosz as an authority.[17] Janion accused Wilk of
committing “too many syntactical and lexical russicisms” adding that “this, as we know, is
dangerous. Miłosz maintains that the Poles are quick to succumb to the rhythm of Russian –
and so should be all the more wary of it.”[18] Janion then remarks that Gustaw HerlingGrudziński was in this respect much more forgiving than Miłosz; on the other hand,much
more critical than either Janion or Miłosz was Krzysztof Koehler, who criticised Wilk for his
“dangerous fascination with great Russia,” which Janion considers a conservative echo of the
fear of russophilia.[19] As we can see, where to set the boundary between Polishness and
Russianness may be a matter for discussion, but delineated and controlled such a boundary
must be. Here, liberals turn out to be as active as border guards as conservatives
are, although the latter usually trace the borderline in different places. Another eloquent
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example of this rule is the prose of Ryszard Kapuściński, whom Maxim Waldstein criticized
for his very harsh positioning of the boundary between Polishness and orientalized
Russianness.[20] But even enlightened conservatives, such as the aforementioned friend of
non-communist Russia, Marian Zdziechowski, held that it was necessary to preserve a clear
distinction. He once warned against the “Russian impact on the Polish soul,”[21] although he
was referring to the period directly preceding World War I, when the industrial and cultural
flowering of Russia had greatly fascinated many Poles. It was a time when the orientalization
of Russia both in the West and in Polish society was greatly diminished.
Today, however, the east in most of its manifestations is perceived as a threat or, at the very
least, as something inferior. This applies both to Russia, quite distant from Poland, and also
to eastern Poland. As Maria Janion demonstrated in her book Uncanny Slavdom, easternness
often becomes an internalized worry or fear of the internal component of Polish identity as
its repressed self-orientalized ingredient. According to Janion,a perfect literary illustration of
such fears is the Wojna polsko-ruska pod flagą biało-czerwoną (translated into English
as White and Red in the UK and Snow White and Russian Red in the US; literally the title
means Polish-Russian War under White-Red Flag) by Dorota Masłowska. The book shows the
internal escapism from one’s own Eastness taken for granted as inferior; this can be
perceived both as fallout from internalized orientalism and as a lack of models for contacts
with the East. This contempt for one’s own Eastness, that tends to be externalized as the
symbolic figure of the “Russki” (in Polish referred to using the derogatory term
“Rusek”), clearly stems from that familiar problem of Polish culture, the master – serf (in
Polish: pan – cham) tension. This master versus serf confrontation appears to have been
naturalized and inviolable in Polish culture, as it has become part of codified Polish
society, with the word “serf,” in Polish: “cham,”a common colloquial Polish insult for
someone uncouth, a ruffian. However,as I have argued in my recent book,[22] this
opposition, besides common use in individual interactions, may be also seen from
a theoretical point of view as having important role in the modern, post-1918 Polish
definition of citizenship. Namely, it may be seen as an idealization of an educated and wellmannered intelligentsia member with a gentry family background as a perfect citizen, while
declining this status to all those seen as not sophisticated enough and perceived as having
peasant roots.[23] The imaginary “Russki,” both as internal, unconscious identity of most
Poles, as well as a representative of the nation east of Poland, is also such
a “cham.”Consequently, the countries to the east of Poland all appear as more or less
deserving of this epithet, whereas those more peasant-like and backward and their nationals
as not eligible for full citizenship of the Poland imagined as part of a broader Western
European civic community. This strongly naturalized association of the both real and
imaginary peasant or rural population with the symbolic “cham-ness” and orientalized
“Eastness”seems to point to the problems with the integration of peasant, or plebeian
culture in the canon of national and also popular culture.
It seems legitimate to refer to a sense of fear of popular culture, expressed today in the
anxiety about appearing “uncool.” This anxiety seems especially problematic for those
socially upwardly mobile from positions in the lower rungs of the social pecking order and
those feeling insecure as members of the intelligentsia, who feel the need to signal their
distancing of themselves from all things considered inferior within the master versus
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serf (pan – cham) code – thus all things plebeian and of the east. It appears that these fears
were less pronounced before the establishment of the present, symbolic, social status quo in
Poland, dominated as it is by the intelligentsia model. Certainly, such fears were not
noticeable in pre-revolutionary landed gentry circles, before they were displaced from their
elite position by the intelligentsia of the Second Republic.
The fact remains that there is an interesting problem linked to the presence of folk and
eastern motifs current in the Polish cultural scene. I have in mind here the continuing
clashes over a strand of pop music called disco polo, a genre of pop music that developed in
the 1990s, based on simple tunes derived from somewhat vulgarized Polish folk songs
played at rural weddings and feasts. Disco polo has been looked down on as an inferior –
‘cham’ – genre, and continues to be deprecated not only as such but also because it is
ignored by intelligentsia composers, artists, and audiences. What is intriguing, however, is
that disco polo artists have been inspired by the popular music of Poland’s neighboring
countries, with a large variety of musical influence that I am not qualified to comment on in
detail, but I have come across some more or less successful takes on familiar Russian
mainstream pop songs. And, even more strikingly, on websites that play these disco polo
numbers, I have spotted a number of comments praising these tracks as “truly
Polish” expressions of the essence of the Polish culture or soul.[24] These spontaneous
comments by fans unaware of the origin of the tunes made me reflect that this was another
case of the “missing” eastern element in the Polish identity. I was led to similar conclusions
after performances in the Congress Hall in Warsaw by legendary Russian pop groups: on the
one hand, Lyube[25] – a group that can be considered “conservative” in terms of its political
involvement, and on the other hand – the politically “liberal” group DDT, critical of the
Russian government. On each occasion, the concert was a sell-out and followed by neverending ovations. It is hard to analyze in detail the social breakdown in the auditorium, but
I think at least half were Poles, as distinct from Russians living in Poland and fans from other
post-USSR republic, who could also be spotted in the audience. These concerts made it clear
that there were fan circles in Poland that were up to speed with classical Russian bands, and
probably also au fait with other developments in Russian music and art.[26]This is
intriguing, particularly as apart from infrequent mentions, Russian popular culture is
practically absent in the Polish mass media or indeed throughout the entire mainstream
spectrum. And it is noticeable that, while the Polish pop singer Maryla Rodowicz can be
heard occasionally on prime Russian TV channels, her Russian equivalent, Alla
Pugacheva, disappeared without trace from Polish TV as early as 1991. The aforementioned
“void” or “missing elements” were also in evidence during the Lyube and DDT
concerts, which, like any similar event of this type, were an example of Polish-Russian
cultural contact. At neither concert was there any introduction or welcoming of the fans by
the Polish organizers, nor were there any comments by any established Polish artists or
intellectuals referring to the tradition of Polish-Russian cultural contact. The Russian artists
themselves also appeared lost in the predicament in which they found themselves and were
not prepared to risk any interaction with the Warsaw audience. The non-existence of
response – the absence of commentary and the silence of critics – during such a significant
event spoke volumes. One can of course argue that there is no shortage of other cultural
events during which there is a Polish-Russian dialogue and there are in fact institutions set
up for this very purpose. And we could mention other concerts, for instance the Alexandrov
Ensemble, which seems quite popular in Poland, which has, however, a clear state and
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military identity and belongs in a specific political pigeonhole. Thanks to having been
removed to this safe, symbolic distance, the Ensemble seems to be free from the silent
confusion surrounding the Russian pop groups touring Poland, whose music often evokes
a disturbing sense of closeness or kinship. This makes popular music an area that merits
attention, especially as Russian pop offers themes that Polish audiences seek. Mass
audiences see these folk themes served up by professional musicians as both homely and
contemporary. In this way, the crucial opposition of master versus serf – which has had such
a strong grip on the Polish psyche and which has polarized pop music into “standard” and
“primitive,” i.e., eastern – has been overcome. There is of course no shortage of attempts to
lessen the tension, to make disco polo more acceptable for the general audience or, as has
been done on public TV recently, to merge it with the musical mainstream with a clear
political intention. Yet all these attempts can be seen as tactical moves that do not make it
possible to transcend the opposition –defined strategically in the Polish cultural arena –
between the higher, urban/master and that perceived as the lower, plebeian/‘cham’ and of
the east.
To get back to my comments on Polish-German cultural interaction, made in Part 1 of this
essay, let us note that as part of the idiosyncratic blurring of cultures in Upper Silesia, there
has appeared a polonized variety of German Volksmusik, that is to say folk-based pop
music, as a means of introducing folk motifs into general cultural circulation. These
borrowings from the German cultural sphere are perceived as attractive in the region also
because of their potential for breaking down the crucial tension present in Polish
culture, mentioned earlier. I must stress again that I see no simple recipe for overcoming this
tension, which is founded in the contemporary Polish social hierarchy, in which “cultural
capital” remains the chief tool of domination.
This specifically Polish system of social relations may be related to how the country
compensates for its dependence on the West and its lack of strong economic and national
elites.[27] The intelligentsia that has dominated these elites is capable of imposing its own
rules of distinction as the macro-principles of social hierarchy, thus making difficult
a systemic eradication of the master versus serf opposition and the related orientalism. This
configuration of the elites can be compared to the systems prevailing in the West and in
Russia, where the intelligentsia as an independent social layer hardly exists, or is a group
that is clearly subservient to the political and economic elites. Thus, the intelligentsia there is
unable to universalize the cultural hierarchies described earlier, which remain mainly the
principles of distinction within its own stratum. In Poland, however, attempts to overcome
these hierarchies, attempted occasionally by the intelligentsia itself, usually turn out to be
essentially no more than tactics for the political mobilization of the lower-class
electorate, often bona fide but inevitably leading to attempts by selected factions of the
intelligentsia to strengthen their position in the elitist power struggle, jostling for positions
of leadership.
I am inclined to conclude that the ability to integrate folk music and culture with the
mainstream is one of the factors that Poles find subconsciously attractive in Russia and in
particular in Russian culture, but also in the cultures of Belarus and Ukraine, in which the
master vs. serf tension is much weaker. Let us remember, however, that this tension is also
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strongly linked with the orientalization to which we are being subjected, both the
orientalization of the entire region by the West and, secondly, self-orientalization, as an
attempt to tackle the former.
At the same time, the political imperative to demarcate the boundary between Polishness
and Russianness, and also with Belarusness and Ukraineness, is being enhanced by the
strength of Western orientalism,which has stigmatized the East as barbarian, thus something
we must try to save ourselves from. The tense geopolitical situation is a factor intensifying
these tensions today, but let us concentrate on the more permanent phenomena described
above. One of these is the liberal tendency (mentioned in Part 1) to delineate clearly the
span of a given political culture, as well as the liberal fear of domination or encroachment on
the jurisdiction of neighboring countries. It may also be that, in the Polish context, what
provides a particular boost to the liberal inclination to a clear-cut setting out of cultural
boundaries is the hegemonic role of the intelligentsia and its canons.[28]
A member of the intelligentsia – who, in Poland, by definition represents the civic ideal – is
obliged to use correct Polish, that is to say, free of the contamination by foreign
words. Thus, he should keep away from russicisms, or any Russian cultural influence, which
might expose his weakness for things Eastern European. As Dorota Masłowska has shown,
the Polish flight from Russia, apart from the possible implications for Poland’s actual
relationship with our neighbors, also generates considerable tensions within the national
identity. This makes more difficult any assimilation into this identity of either folk culture or
any cultural elements that originated or found their inspiration east of Poland’s present
border. The fear of our own Eastness perhaps also curtails our spontaneity, creative courage
and that certain panache, often associated with the Russia that we imagine. The flight from
Eastness magnifies the tendency towards imitation, powerfully present in Polish
culture, which has long been noted by numerous critical observers. And it
also, perhaps, arouses a more generalized Polish apprehensiveness in our many social roles –
potentially cutting us of from potentially beneficial sources of cultural inspiration?
Translated from the Polish by Anda Macbride
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